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I 

The ferromagnetic Heisenberg model on the finite most symmetrical Cayley tree is 
studied in the limit of large size. The spectrum and wavefunctions of the single-magnon 
states are obtained rigorously. They have many unusual properties. The magnon .density 
excited as a whole at infinitesimal temperatures is logarithmically divergent when the mag
non is approximated as boson. Nevertheless, the possibility of some spontaneous magnetiza
tion at the central part of the tree remains. 

§ 1. Introduction 

Recently, Matsuda!) and Eggarte~' have independently pointed out that the 
self-consistent Bethe-Peierls treatment3' of the ferroma'gnetic Ising model on the 
Cayley tree, which had been named the Bethe-lattice by Kurata, Kikuchi and 
Watari4' and had been believed to be exact, 5~ does not correspond to the correct 
thermodynamic limit. This situation is owing to the existence of a huge number 
of surface atoms on a Cayley tree. The Cayley tree is one-dimensional because 
it contains no closed loops and· at the same time rather infinite-dimensional because 
the ratio of the number of the surface atoms to .the total does not tend to zero 
but remains finite in the thermodynamic limit. Thus there coexist low- and high
dimensional characters in this pseudolattice and it is interesting to see which charac
ter reflects on what physical properties. 

In this paper, the ferromagnetic Heisenberg model on the finite most sym
metrical Cayley tree is studied in the limit of large size. The high symmetry of 
this model enables us to obtain the spectrum and the wavefunctions of the single
magnon states rigorously. This spectrum is unusual as partly pointed out by Rubin 
and Zwanzig6' for the vibratiom~l frequency spectrum of the rooted Cayley tree. 
Even in the limit of infinitely large system size, there remain the finite portion 
of modes whose wavefunctions are not zero only on the finite number of atoms. 
It is shown that the total number of magnons excited per atom at an infinitesimal 
temperature is logarithmically divergent just like in the two-dimensional case and 
then the ferromagnetic .ground state is unstable as a result of such excitations, if 
magnon is approximated as boson. Nevertheless, in the central part of the system, 

*> The main part of this study was reported on January 27, 1975, at International Symposium 
on Mathematical Problems in Theoretical Physics (Mnm) held at the Research Institute for Funda
mental Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto. 
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The Heisenberg Model on the Cayley Tree 1029 

there can be some spontaneous magnetization as in the case of the Ising model 

on this treen' 2' because of the following two reasons: There the only finite 

number of magnons have non-zero wavefunctions among the above-mentioned 

infinite excitations and there is a finit~ ·gap between' the ground state and the 

first excitation in the corresponding spectrum of the Bethe-lattice which can be 

regarded as the surfaceless Cayley tree with translational symmetry. 

In the course of such a discussion, various unusual facts are encountered. 

For example: The wavefunction is the product of a factor with the exponential 

damping toward the surface and the radial function obeying the one-dimensional 

wave equation. Then, the wavefunctiqn with a wave-like radial function is localiz

ed within the rather interior part of the tree. Conversely, what seems to be a 
surface mode at first sight penetrates through withiout exponential damping. The 

spectrum of the wave-like states is of the form ek=z-2.Jz-1 cosk, where z is 

the coordination number of the tree and k is th~ wave number. It doe.s not start 

at zero energy unless z ~ 2. Moreover, the infinite number of discrete levels lie 

densely among the above-mentioned one-dimensional band. The discrete levels cor

responding to the s'U{Ji"face modes accumulate in the vicinity of the zero-energy 
excitation in the following manner: The level En =rn E 0 has rnd0-fold degeneracy, 

where O<r<l and n=O, 1, 2, ···. 
The symmetry of the model that will be discussed in § 2 is used to block

diagonalize the single-magnon Hamiltonian in § 3. The spectrum and wavefunc

tions of the single-magnon states ar~ obtained in § 4 and the magnon density 

excited at the infinitesimal temperatures is calculated in the approximation in which 

magnon is regarded as boson in § 5. Section 6 is devoted to the discussion. 

In Appendix A, a method to examine the limiting properties of the number of 

bosons is proposed. The Green's function formalism for the Bethe-lattice is present
ed in Appendix B. 

§ 2. Symmetry of the model 

Fig. 1. Cayley tree with the coordi
nation number z=3. The labell
ing of atoms is shown. 

A typical example of the N-shelled most 

symmetrical Cayley tree with coordination number 

z, with which we are concerned in this paper, is 

shown in Fig. 1. All the interior atoms have 

equally z neighbouring atoms and the surface 

atoms which are all on the N-th shell have only 

one. The central atom is labelled by 0 and 

the atoms on the s-th shell by a set of s 

integers (1 <s<N) 

(2·1) 

where r 1 =1, 2, ···, z and ri=1, 2, ···, z-1 for 

l<i<N. When the central atom is removed, 
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1030 T. Ogawa 

the system is broken into z congruent pieces 'called Ocbranches. The remove
ment of a noncentral. atom at R. on the s-th shell cuts the z-1 congruent 
fragments called R,-branches off .from the main part of the tree. The most sym
metrical Cayley tree is symmetric with respect to any ·permutation among the 
R,-branches for arbitrary R. including the centre R 0• This symmetry is higher 
than the spherical symmetry which is within the fixed mutu<;~.l relation. 

The number of atoms on the s-th shell; CJ., and that inside the s-th shell, 
r"., are given by 

CJ,=z(z_-1)'-L, (2·2) 
• 

r-,=1+ ~ CJ,= [z(z-1)"-2]/(z-2)= (CJs+c2)/(z~2), (2·3) 
B'=l 

respectively. Then, in the limit of large system size, N~=, the ratio of the 
surface freedom to the total tends to 

(2·4) 
Therefore, the existence of the surface effects cannot be ignored in the Cayley. 
tree problems even in the thermodynamic limit, while in the usual lattices in d-di" 
mension where CJN=r-Nca-u;a, it tends to 

CJN/rN~r"N-lld~O (N~=) 

and the surface effects can be neglected. 

(2·5) 

The average of the coordination number and the averaged distance from the 
centre are given, respectively, by 

z= [z(r"N-CJN) +CJN]/r"N~2, 

s=r-N-1 ~ sCJ.~N- (z-1)/(z-2). 
• 

(2·6) 

(2·7) 

Let us consider the ferromagnetic Heisenberg model with 8=1/2 and with 
the nearest neighbour interactions on the above-mentioned Cayley tree, 

with .J>O. Clearly, the ground state of this model is the ferromagnetic state· 
with (r-N+1)-fold degeneracy, the energy eigenvalue of which is 

(2·9) 
Hereafter the following reduced Hamiltonian is used for simplicity, 

(2 ·10) 
which corresponds to the excitation energy measured from the ground state energy 
in the unit of (J/4). 

The magnon is defined in the following manner: The state where· the only 
one magnon exists in the whole system and it is located at the atom R is defined. 
as 
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The Heisenberg Model on the Cayley Tree 1031 

(2·11) 

where the vacuum state- of the magnon, !'F), is one of the degenerated ground states 

with all the spins upward. For a while, the study will be confined within the. 

Hilbert subspace spanned by such single-magnon states because the z-component 

of the total spin is a constant of motion. 

§ 3. Block-diagonalization in the. si~gle-magnon subspace 

Because of the high symmetry already pointed out in th~ preceding section, 

the Hamiltonian in the single-magnon subspace can be block-diagonalized by the 

follo:wing unitary transformation, I R)~l Rt, n, s), 

IRo, 0, 0) = JO), 

IRo, n, s) = 6, -!;2 'E· · · 'E exp (2ninr1/z) lr1, r2, · · ·, r,), 
r 1 r8 

'(n=1,2,3, ·-·,z-1) 

(s= 1, 2, 3, ···, N) 

!Rt, n, s) = (6t/6,Y12 'E· · · 'E exp[2ninrt+1/ (z -1)] h, r2,. · · ·, rt+,) 
Tt+1 Tt+B 

(t=1,2,3, ···,N-1) 

(n=l,2,3, ···,z-2) 

(3·1) 

(3·2) 

(s=1,2,3, ···,N-t) (3·3) 

and the blocks· are specified by (Rt, n) where t =0, 1, 2, ···, N -1. The Hamil

tonian matrix in the block (R0,0) is (N+1) X (N+1), 

z 

-v-z 
0 

A= 

z 

0 

0 

-Vz-1 

z 

-Vz-1 

0 

. (3·4) 

z - vz-=-1 0 

- ,;;-~ 1 z -Vz-1 

0 -Vz-1 1 

For (z-1) blocks (Ro, n) (n~O), they are NxN matrices BN where the MXM 

matrix BM is defined for arbitrary natural number M as 

z -Vz-1 0 

-Vz-1 z -Vz-1 0 

0 -Vz-1 z -Vz-1 

. (3· 5) 

z 0 

0 -Vz-1 z -Vz-1 

0 -Vz-1 1 
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1032 T. Ogawa 

In each of the (z-2) O"'t blocks with arbitrary t>1, the Hamiltonian matrix is 
BN-t· 

It should be noted that in the states included in the _(Rt> n)-blocks magnon. 
propagates through only on the R 1-branches and the wavefunction elsewhere are 
completely zero. Therefore, the problems of finite degree of freedom remain im
portant even in the thermodynamic limit. 

Every block being tridiagonal one-dimensional wave equation corresponds to 
the equation for the radial function of the partial wave. The number of the 
blocks is equal to that of the surface atoms: 

N-1 
1 + (z-1) + (z-2) L:; O"'t=z+ (z-2) (rN-1-1) = (z-2) t'N-1 +2=0"'N. (3·6) t=1 

§ 4. Single-magnon states 

According to the discussion of the preceding sections, the problem is reduced 
to the diagonalization of the two types of matrices, A and B. The eigenstate I R 1, n, k] with the eigenvalue eu" which is independent of n, the wavefunction 
'lfl'tnk (R) and the radial function (/)tnk ( s) are defined by the following equations: 

.g(!Rto n, k] =e1~cl Rt> n, k], ( 4·1) 
!Rt, n, k] = L:; (/)tnk(s) !Rt, n, s) = ~ 'lfl'tnk(R) IR). (4·2) 

I B 

At first, the diagonalization of the matrix A is considered. The .eigenvalues 
are given by 

.(4·3) 
and 

(4·4) 
where the wavenumber k is the root in the range [0, rr] of the following equation 
derived from the boundary condifons, 

cot Nk=f( -1/.Jz-1, k), 

f(x, k) = (x-cos k) /sin ·k. 

(4·5) 

(4·6) 
Equation ( 4 · 5) has N real solutions as easily seen from Fig. 2 in which the 
right-hand side of Eq. ( 4 · 5) is plotted. The radial function of such states are 

{
(C,./2) ..Jz/(z-1) sin (k+tl~c)/cosk 

(/)OOk(s) = 
cl< sin(ks+tJ,.) 

tl~c=tan-1 [ {z/ (z -2) }tank], 

c,.-2=(N/2) + {z/(z-1)}sin2 (k+t1.~:)/(4 cos2k) 

for ,s=O, 

for s=\=0, 

- [sin{(2N + 1)k+2tJ,.} -sin(k+2tJ")J/ (4 sink), 

(4·7) 

(4·8) 

(4·9) 
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The Heisenberg Model· on the Cayley Tree 1033 

f(r.=:fk)= vz::f'-:cosk vz-,, Sink 

5 15 

-10 

Fig. 2. The right-hand side of Eq. (4·5), 
/( -1/ vz-1, k), is depicted for z=3 and 

O<k<n:. 

Fig. 3. The right-hand side of Eq. (4·14), 
/( vz-1, k), is depicted for z=3 and O<k<n. 

and ·the wavefunctions are given by 

{
Wook (0) for s= 0, 

lf!ook(R.) =0".-112Wook(s) = · 
v'1-1/z exp (-/Cos) Wook (s) for s~O, 

(4·10) 

/Co= (1/2) ln (z -1). (4·11) 

The amplitudes of the wavefunction 1J! are decreasing exponentially toward the 

·surface. 

Another eigenstate corresponding to e0 seems at first sight to be a surface 

mode with an imaginary wavenumber /C0 defined by Eq. ( 4 ·11): 

j O". {.y' (z-1) / z.JO"N/rN exp (-/CoN) 
Woo., (s) = -= __ 

r. .JO"N/rN exp[ -!Co(N-s)] 

for s= 0, 

for s~O. 
(4·12) 

The corresponding wavefunction, however, is constant in the whole system 

1f!'oo., (R) = 1/ .J rN. (4-13) 

This state is nothing put one of the degenerated ground state itself. The paradox

ical relation of the localized mode versus constant wavefunction 1s due to the 

infinite-dimensional character of this tree system. 

In an almost parallel way, the matrices BN-t are diagonalized. The eigen- · 

values are also given by Eq. (4·4) with the wavenumber k being the roots in 

the range [0, n"] of the equation 

cot(N-t)k=f( .Jz-1, k) (4·14) 

instead of Eq. (4·5), where the function f(x, k) is that which has been defined 

by Eq. ( 4 · 6). As easily seen from Fig. 3, where the right-hand side of Eq. 
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1034 T. Ogawa 

(4·14) IS plotted, it has N-t real roots for N-t<1/(.Jz-1-1), 

· (/)tnk (s) =C/ sinks, 

C/-2 = [ (2N -2t+ 1) sink- sin(2N -2t + 1)k]/ (4 sink), 

j
(/)tnk (s) exp(- !Cos+ 2ninrt+t/z') 

?J!tnk (Rt+,) = for the atoms on 

0 otl).erwize, 

the Rt-branch, 

, fz for t=O, 
z -l z-1 for t='fO, 

{1,2,3, ... ,z-1 for t=O, n-
1 2 3 ... · z-2 for t='\=0 . ' ' ' ' 

(4·15) 

(4 ·16) 

(4·17) 

(4·18) 

( 4 ·19) 

For N-t>1/(v'z-1-1), one of the roots of Eq. (4·14) becomes pure imaginary 
k=iJC, 

(/)tnk ( s) = C" sinh ICS , 

C"-2 = [sinh(2N- 2t+ 1)- (2N- 2t+ 1) sinh !C]/ ( 4 sinh !C), 

(4·20) 

(4·21) 

(4·22) 

The eigenvalues of such states lie in the range [0, z-2-v'z-'--1], and their accumu
lation governs the low temperature behaviour of the system. Their asy~ptotic forms 
are given by 

/C'"'-'/Co- (z-2)/(z.-1)N-t+1' 

et'"'-'(z-2)2/(z-1)N-t+t. 

(4·23) 

'(1·24) 
Because of the existence of blocks with the same matrix BN-t, the degree of 
degeneracy of this state is 

z(z-2) (z-1)t. (4·25) 

§ 5. Stability of ferromagnetic state in non-zero temperature 

In the approximation xegarding magnon as boson, the averaged density-of the 
magnons excited per atom is given by 

(5·1) 

where the em's are the eigenvalues of the single-magnon states. This quantity is diver
gent for the system in which the ferromagnetic state is unstabe and the spontaneous 
magnetization cannot appear in non-zero temperature as in one- and two-dimensional 
cases. Such circumstances come from the nature of the spedrum in the vicinity 
of zero. We are interested not in the value of the summation itself but only in 
whether it diverges or not and how the divergence is. Then the evaluation of 
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The Heisenberg Model on the Cayley Tree 1035 

PAv. can be replaced by the following summation as shown from the convex prop 

erties of the exponential function· in Appendix A, 

(5·2) 

and the contributions from the large eigenvalues can be ignored for this purpose. 

The use of only the asymptotic form of the spectrum, ( 4 · 24) and ( 4 · 25), leads to 

PAv·"'-'lim [ (z -2) /{3z (z-1)!1'] ·:E z (z- 2) (z -lY-1 [ (z- 2Y/ (z-1)!1'-t+IJ-1 

N~oo t 

""lim (N -1) /{3""lim (ln r!l') /{3. (5·3) 
N-oo N-oo 

It diverges logarithmically just· as in two-dimensional case au'd therefore the ferro

magnetic state is unstable as a whole. 

Nevertheless, things can go differently at the central part of the system and 

some spontaneous magnetization can appear there. The magnon density on the 

s-th shell is given by 

p, =lim L; VI mt (R.) VIm (R.) /[exp (f3sm) -1]. (5·4) 
N-oo m 

For the finite value of s, it is finite because a finite number of states have non-zero 

wavefunctions there as mentior:ted 'in § 3. It is estimated by the same method as 

used in the calculati<m of PAv as 

(5·5) 

Then the possibility of some spontaneous magnetization at the central part is not 

denied. Another calculation supports this possibility. The magnon state density of 

the Bethe-lattice, which we regard as the surfaceless Cayley tree with translational 

invariance is given by 

OJ 

Q.O Ow_ 1 2 3 4 
-w 

Fig. 4.. The state density of the magnon on the 
Bethe-lattice with z=3, Eq. (5·6). 
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1036 T. Ogawa 

{ 
(2n)-1[zv'4(z-1)-(w-zY]/[w(2z- w)] for z-2v'z-1<w<z +2-v'z-1, D(w) = 
an infinitesimal quantity at w=O and. w=2z (5·6) 

as shown in Appendix B. It has a gap between the ground state and the. first 
excitation, hence the excitation at infinitesimal temperature does not diverge. The 
result on the Bethe-lattice can be regarded as that for the central part of the 
symmetrical Cayley tree. 

§ 6.. Discussion 

The one-dimensional character of the Cayley tree containing no closed loops 
makes some rigorous treatment of the problems on it possible. The Ising pro
blems1>.2>.r> and the percolation problem8> on it are the typical examples of them. 
Then a question arises: Let a one-dimensional problem be soluble, then can we 
always find some rigorous treatment of the corresponding Cayley tree problem? 
For instance, the XY-model9> and Mermin-Wagner's theorem based on the Bogolyu
bov inequality.lO) To answer this question is to clarify the essence of what 
makes the problem soluble. 

In the case of the XY-model on the Cayley tree, the Lieb-Schultz-Mattis 
transformation9> does not reduce the problem into that of a non-interacting fermion 
system. The commutation relations of transformed operators obtained by the word 
for word application of it are fermion-like for the atoms on the same c_hain and 
boson-like for those on the different branches. Therefore the skillful method can
not be extended to the Cayley tree XY-model straightforwardly. This situation 
can be compared to the circumstances that the railway siding enables to change 
the order of the vehicles. In this case, the sequential property of the linear chain 
is what makes the problem soluble. 

Can the Mermin-Wagner-like argument be possible for the spontaneous mag
netization in the Heisenberg model on the Cayley tree? The discussion in the 
paper of Mermin and Wagner is based on the homogeneity of the system. The 
Cayley tree is essentially inhomogeneous as easily seen from the importance of 
the surface freedom shown in the text and some devices are required to make a 
rigorous statement. However, the calculation itself on which the judgement of 
the existence of the spontaneous magnetization is directly based is intrinsically the 
same both in the Mermin-Wagner theory and in the magnon approximation. 
Accordingly, the present results are expected to be valid beyond the approximation 
adopted. 
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The Heisenberg Model on the Cayley Tree 1037 

Appendix A 

--On the evaluation of the number of bosons--

The convex property of the exponential function leads to the following in
equality: 

1+x<exp(x)<1+[{exp(a)-1}/a]x for O<x<a (A·1) 

and then 

[a/{exp(a) _:1} ]Jx<[exp(x) -1]-1<1/x. (A·2) 

Therefore, so long as the convergence or the degree of divergence is concerned, 
the summation of the Bose distribution functions for positive energy can be re
placed by that of the inverse of the energy,· 

(A·3) 

This relation has been made use of in deriving Eq. (5 · 2). 

Appendix B 

--Green's function formalism for Bethe-lattice--

The Bethe-lattice is regarded as the surfaceless Cayley tree with translational 
symmetry and as corresponding to the central part of the symmetrical Cayley tree. 
The site"diagonal Green's function in the model with the Hamiltonian (2 ·10) on 
the Bethe-lattice of the coordination number z can be written as 

G(w) = [w-z-z.S(w)] - 1 , (B·1) 

where .S (w) is the self-energy due to the travel in the single branch without 
returning on. the way to the starting. point. It should satisfy the following self
consistent equation:. 

.S(w) = [w-z- (z-1).S(w)] -I, (B·2) 

saying that the self-energy due to the travel on one of the (z -1) branches of 
the next level is .S (w), too, because of the. endless character of this system. 

Then, the self-energy and the Green's function are expressed as 

.S(w) = [w -z± .J (w-zf-4(z-1) J/[2 (z-1)], (B · 3) 

G(w) = [=FzV(w-zY-4(z-1)- (z-2) (w-z)]/[2w(w-2z)], (B·4) 

respectively, where the proper branch in the Riemann surface should be chosen. 
The density of states is derived from the Green's function as 

{

(2n)-1 [zv4(z-1)- (w-zY]/[w(2z-w)] 

D(w) = for w_=z-2vz-1<w<z+2vz-f=w+, 

an infinitesimal quantity at w = 0 and w = 2z, 

(B·5) 
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1038 'T. Ogawa 

the latter of which come from the contributions of the poles whose residues ar~ 
both equal to "zero". In spite of the assurance that the continuous spectrum 
(B · 5) contains almost all the states. 

(B·6) 

the contributions to D(w) froin the poles cannot be considered as completely 
zero because the one at (1) = 0 is expected as one of the' deg~nerated ground states. 
The number of the corresponding state is always unity independent of the system 
s1ze. The state related with the other pole (1) =-2z is understood by the symmetry 
consideration. The state density of the Bethe-lattice should be symmetrical with 
respect to the value w=z, for all the site-diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian 
are equally z and any odd number step of the nearest-neighbour walk does not 
make return. While in the case of the Cayley tree with the surface, the number 
of the nearest neighbour atoms of the surface atoms differs from that of the 
interio.r atoms and the symmetry of the density of states is broken. 

Moreover, the centre of gravity of the state density is at z in the Bethe-lattice 
and always at 2 independent of z in the Cayley tree with surface. It should be 
noted that the arising of the state density at the edge of the Bethe-lattice band 
(B · 5) is the type of v (1)- (1)0 , which is of the three-dimensional van Hove singu~ 
larity not of the one-dimensional. 
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